Abstract. We report an apparatus and method capable of producing Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) of ∼ 1×10
Introduction
The field of matterwave optics has progressed enormously since the first observations of Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) [1, 2, 3] in 1995, spawning sub-fields such as atom chips, BEC in optical lattices, rotating BECs and matterwave interferometry. More recently the production of mixtures of two or more ultracold atomic gases has opened up an exciting field of rich physics; see recent reviews [4, 5, 6, 7] . Mixtures of various isotopic combinations of Li, Na, K, Rb and Cs have been prepared and studied (see Table  IV of [4] ). Such mixtures open up the intriguing possibility of creating ultracold, dipolar, heteronuclear molecules, which possess long range dipole-dipole interactions that will allow the construction of versatile quantum simulators and quantum information processors [4, 5, 6, 7] , as well as having applications in precision measurement and studies of condensate dynamics. Mixtures also play an important technical role in the sympathetic cooling of 'difficult' bosonic species such as 85 Rb [8, 9] 41 K [10] , 133 Cs [11] and all fermions [12] owing to the suppression of s-wave scattering for fermions. Sympathetic cooling is also expected to play an important role in many newly proposed schemes that will connect direct molecular cooling methods such as supersonic expansion, buffer-gas cooling and Stark deceleration with methods from the field of laser cooling [13] .
For successful sympathetic cooling, there are two requirements. Firstly, it must be possible to collect a large number of the refrigerant species and secondly, it must be possible to evaporate predominantly the refrigerant species, whilst maintaining good thermal contact with the species being sympathetically cooled. These requirements are met in typical experiments by collecting a large number of atoms in a magneto-optical trap (MOT) and then evaporating the refrigerant after transfer to either a magnetic or optical dipole trap. Each of the latter two types of trap have advantages and disadvantages. For example, the simplest form of magnetic trap, the quadrupole trap, is easy to implement and can capture a large fraction of the atoms collected in the MOT. Moreover, its linear potential makes for efficient evaporation [14] at constant stiffness. However only weak-field seeking states may be trapped, and the field zero at the trap centre leads to loss via Majorana spin flips at an increasing rate as the atoms are cooled. On the other hand, the dipole trap can confine all magnetic states, allows good optical access (as no coils are involved) and the magnetic field becomes a free parameter for Stern-Gerlach experiments or those using Feshbach resonances [4] . The primary disadvantage of dipole traps is their small volume and low trap depth that necessitate prior cooling before loading.
Hybrid magnetic/dipole traps have been demonstrated [2, 15, 16, 17] and, in general, possess extra degrees of freedom for atomic manipulation compared to a single-natured trap. Prominent examples include i) the transfer from a pure magnetic trap to a hybrid trap that exploits the socalled 'dimple' effect [17, 18, 19, 20] resulting in increased phase-space density (PSD) and ii) the use of the gravitomagnetic 'tilting' technique [16] that allows efficient evaporation in a crossed dipole trap where the trap frequencies remain approximately constant as the well depth is lowered.
In this work, we report a novel method and apparatus for sympathetic cooling of mixtures which involves a suc- cessful combination of the schemes i) and ii) above. Our experiment is intended for cooling of 'difficult'
133 Cs by a refrigerant of 'easy'
87 Rb with the ultimate aim of creating ultracold RbCs molecules, but the method has more general applicability to mixtures of other species.
The basic apparatus for the sympathetic cooling, illustrated in Figure 1 (a) consists of a combination of a crossed dipole trap positioned directly below the centre of a magnetic quadrupole trap. A second set of 'bias' coils produces a variable magnetic bias field at the dipole trap and also shifts the position of the quadrupole field zero along the vertical axis in order to levitate the atoms. Figure 1 (b) shows typical contour plots of the total potential (optical + magnetic + gravitational). These plots are made for a specific configuration, the 'levitated trap', to be discussed later in Sections 2.2 and 3, but our intention at this stage is to show the generic shape.
The overall experimental routine is as follows. 87 Rb atoms are loaded into a standard six-beam MOT using a separate pyramid MOT as a cold atom source [21] . The atoms are then optically pumped into the |1, −1 state and loaded into a magnetic quadrupole trap. Forced RF evaporation then reduces the temperature and increases the PSD prior to loading the gas into the dipole trap. To load the dipole trap the magnetic field gradient is decreased to a value close to that which cancels gravity. At this stage the hybrid trap is in a configuration that we refer to as the 'loading trap'. The atoms are then transferred into the absolute ground state |1, +1 via RF driven rapid adiabatic passage [22] . Evaporative cooling is then carried out by reducing the dipole beam powers.
The trapping potential of the 'loading trap' and the 'levitated trap' are described in detail in Section 2. In Section 3 we describe other aspects of the experimental setup and the methods for optimally transferring atoms initially to the 'loading trap' and subsequently to the levitated crossed dipole trap. Section 4 presents results on cooling 87 Rb to degeneracy and sympathetic cooling of the different m F sublevels. Finally Section 5 is a summary and outlook, and in particular discusses the applicability of the apparatus to trap and sympathetically cool 133 Cs.
The trap potentials
In this section we describe in detail two important configurations of the hybrid trap, namely the 'loading trap' (Section 2.1), which is optimised to capture a large number of atoms at the highest possible PSD, and the 'levitated trap' (Section 2.2) which is optimised for the last stages of evaporation. The hybrid trap is composed of the sum of optical, magnetic and gravitational potentials. The optical potential is produced at the intersection of two horizontal laser beams with waists of ∼ 60 µm and wavelength 1550 nm, derived from a 30 Watt IPG ELR-30-LP-SF fibre laser. The beam directions are separated by an angle of 22
• in the horizontal plane and the waists are positioned ∼ 80 µm (approximately a beam waist) below the centre of the unbiased quadrupole potential. The beams' frequencies are each shifted oppositely by ±50 MHz using acousto-optic modulators (AOMs) to avoid standing wave effects. The intensity of each beam is monitored on a photodiode and servomechnically stabilised using the AOMs, thereby permitting precise control of the beam powers.
The optical potential is given by [23] 
where α is the complex polarisability, ω 0 is the dominant optical transition frequency, Γ is the spontaneous decay rate of the excited level, ∆ is the detuning of the light from the atomic resonance and I(r) is the intensity of the beam at position r. The approximation is valid in the limit of large detuning and small saturation. The magnetic field gradient is produced by a pair of coils wound in the anti-Helmholtz configuration and a magnetic bias field is produced by a coil pair wound in the Helmholtz configuration (see Figure 1) . We calculate the magnetic potential precisely by integrating the BiotSavart law over the coil windings. For low-field seekers in a trapped state the magnetic potential adds to the optical potential, however for high-field seekers the magnetic potential reduces the overall trapping potential.
The loading trap
Atoms in the weak-field seeking |1, −1 state are loaded into the hybrid loading trap from the magnetic trap after pre-cooling using forced RF evaporation (see Section 3 for more details). Initial loading is performed at a power of 6 W in each beam with a gradient of 29 G cm −1 and zero bias field. The magnetic field gradient is set slightly below the value which cancels gravity for the |1, −1 state (i.e. levitates it) and provides an attractive confining potential that adds to the existing optical confinement along the beam. The essential features of the trapping potential are presented in Figure 2 . Along the beam the trap potential is the sum of the harmonic trap obtained from a quadrupole trap offset by a bias field and the dimple optical potential superimposed in the centre. In the horizontal plane, outside the dimple region, the trap potential increases linearly in all directions to values > 1000 µK. The trap depth of 185 µK is thus entirely determined by the potential in the vertical z-direction, which is nearly constant on the lower side of the trap owing to the near cancellation of gravity. On the upper side of the trap a potential gradient of ∼ 2g exists owing to the addition of magnetic and gravitational potentials. Hotter atoms are lost vertically downwards in the direction with the lowest trap depth. The frequencies of the loading trap are ω x = 2π×135 Hz and ω y = ω z = 2π×680 Hz.
The levitated trap
The 'levitated trap' differs from the loading trap in two main respects. Firstly a bias field of 22.4 G has been added which shifts the quadrupole zero downwards by ∼ 7.5 mm in order to levitate the atoms in the |1, +1 state. Secondly the atoms are transferred into the high-field seeking |1, +1 state using rapid adiabatic passage (see Section 3). For this state the magnetic potential is anti-trapping and opposes the optical confinement. In this configuration, the nature of the evaporation surface of the hybrid trap depends in a useful way on the applied quadrupole gradient. This is shown in Figure 3 which shows an example of how the horizontal and vertical trap depths vary with applied gradient for a fixed bias field of 22.4 G and with beam powers fixed at 100 mW. It can be seen that the trap depth along the beam (which is the shallowest part of the trap potential in the horizontal plane) is almost constant, whereas the vertical trap depth may be either greater or less than the horizontal depth. Thus the figure divides into two regions, with an approximate crossover gradient for this example of 37 G cm −1 . The usefulness of this levitated trap stems from the existence of both regions. For gradients less than the crossover gradient evaporation occurs horizontally along the beams and can be achieved by decreasing the beam powers. This method also causes a consequent decrease in trap frequencies and hence the collision rate. This is generally detrimental to evaporative cooling although we note that it may be useful in some circumstances where three-body loss rates are high. For gradients greater than the crossover gradient evaporation occurs in the vertical direction owing to the lower trap depth (see Figure 3 (c) ). Physically this occurs because, as the gradient is increased, gravity is overcompensated and the residual upwards force (magnetic minus gravity) eventually overcomes the downwards confinement of the optical potential. The atoms escape upwards; this effect is referred to as 'tilting' the trap [16] as it is analagous to tilting a cup full of water. In this region evaporation may be implemented by either reducing the beam power or by simply increasing the magnetic field gradient. In the latter case the trap frequencies do not change appreciably as the evaporation proceeds.
Specific examples of the trap potentials are shown in Figure 3 Figure 3 (a) it can be seen that changing the gradient has little effect on the horizontal trap depth whereas the vertical trap depth is highly dependent on the gradient. In both of these cases, changing the gradient has little effect on the trap frequencies. It has been observed in other work that when evaporating to degeneracy in 133 Cs the presence of a levitation field and tilting the trap can increase final condensate numbers [24] .
When perfectly aligned the untilted, levitated trap is almost symmetric about the potential minimum, as the magnetic and gravitational forces cancel either side of the dipole potential. However, misalignment of the beams such that the crossed dipole trap is no longer directly below the field zero of the quadrupole potential breaks the symmetry in the horizontal plane. The resulting offset of the magnetic and optical potentials means that the depth of the levitated trap is now lowest along just two of the four beams. This significantly reduces the surface where atoms can escape from the trap and is undesirable for evaporative cooling.
Loading the dipole trap
Full details of the vacuum system and MOT apparatus can be found in [21] . Here we briefly summarise the aspects of the apparatus employed to collect atoms. A pyramid MOT [25] is used as a cold atom source for a 6-beam MOT in a UHV glass cell. Up to 9(1)×10 8 87 Rb atoms can be loaded into the second MOT though we typically operate with 4(1)×10 8 in order to preserve the vacuum. Following a compressed MOT and molasses stage the atoms are optically pumped into the |1, −1 state and loaded into a magnetic quadrupole trap at an axial field gradient of 40 G cm −1 . The gradient is adiabatically increased to 187 G cm −1 in order to increase the elastic collision rate. At this stage 1.7(1)×10
8 atoms remain at a temperature of 140(10) µK and a PSD of 6.4(1)×10 −7 . The lifetime at this stage is 162(6) s.
The atomic gas must be pre-cooled before it can be loaded into the optical trap as the initial temperature in the quadrupole trap is comparable to the ∼ 180 µK trap depth of the loading trap. Subsequently a large fraction of the cloud of atoms can be transferred from the magnetic reservoir into the optical potential. The pre-cooling is implemented using forced RF evaporation in the stiff magnetic trap at a gradient of 187 G cm Next, atoms are transferred to the hybrid loading trap described in Section 2.1. To make the transfer, the magnetic field gradient and RF frequency are simultaneously decreased in 6 s to 29 G cm −1 and 3 MHz respectively. During the ramp the optical potential is loaded through elastic collisions in a similar manner to the dimple trap [17, 18, 19] . The final gradient is slightly lower than the gradient required to levitate the atoms so that any atoms which are not confined in the optical trap fall out of the reservoir. The effective 'evaporation' of these hotter atoms leads to a large increase of PSD in the optical trap. The coloured traces on Figure 4 show vertical profiles of the density of the atomic cloud as the magnetic field gradient is adiabatically decreased during the transfer.
The alignment of the crossed dipole beams was optimised by exploiting the fact that each individual beam can form a complete hybrid trap when combined with the magnetic potential from the quadrupole trap. Using each beam to form such a 'single beam trap' at separate times, we located the position at which the loading and evaporation were most efficient. Indeed, after this optimisation, we were able to make pure 87 Rb condensates of 2×10 5 atoms in either single beam trap [17] , which can be thought of as the ultimate diagnostic for evaporative cooling. In addition the single beams allow the intensity servo-mechanical circuits to be tested individually. To locate the optimum position for the beam in the y-direction the beam was fixed at the vertical position of the magnetic field zero (determined from absorption imaging of the magnetically trapped atoms). The beam was then scanned horizontally along the y−axis. A reduction in atom number was observed at the location of the field zero due to Majorana losses (see inset of Figure 4) .
To optimise the vertical position of each beam we investigated both the transfer efficiency and the subsequent evaporation efficiency as a function of the displacement from the quadrupole field zero. The radial trap frequency is largely independent of the vertical position as the radial confinement is provided by the beam, whereas the axial frequency is very sensitive to the vertical position as the axial confinement is provided by the magnetic trap. Although the dipole trap can be positioned either above or below the magnetic field zero, the combined trap is significantly deeper below the field zero and hence the beams are positioned there. have revealed that the evaporation is more efficient when the beam is positioned approximately one beam waist below the field zero, in agreement with previous observations [17] . This is due to the increase in trap frequency closer to the trap centre. For the current beam waists of ∼ 60 µm the optimum positions for the single beam traps were 80 µm below the field zero.
After this initial transfer into the loading trap, we typically obtain 6.9(1)×10 6 87 Rb atoms in the |1, −1 state at a temperature of 14(1) µK. The next step is to change to the levitated trap configuration; N.B. it is the |1, +1 state that is levitated. All states are trappable in the crossed dipole trap and to transfer into the |1, +1 state the technique of rapid adiabatic passage is utilised [22] . To do this, an RF field at a frequency of 1.5 MHz is switched on by driving current through a 26×26 mm 2 square coil of 3 turns placed a few cm from the trap. The bias field of 22.4 G is then switched on, which sweeps across the RF Zeeman resonance at 2.1 G as it ramps up in 18 ms to its final value. The RF is then switched off. This process of RF sweeping adiabatically transfers the atoms into the |1, 0 and/or |1, +1 states depending on the amount of RF power applied to the coil. The transfer into the |1, +1 state is performed with an RF power of 24 dBm, which gives a spin state purity of 96%. The different m F states may be separated using Stern-Gerlach separation, by allowing the atoms to move freely in the magnetic field gradient for around 15 ms. Figure 5 displays the number of atoms present in each state as a function of RF power. The number in the |1, −1 state decreases with increasing RF power, while the reverse is true for the |1, +1 state. After this transfer 6.1(1)×10 6 atoms with a temperature of 10.5(1) µK and PSD of 1.6(1)×10
−3 are present in the levitated crossed dipole trap in the |1, +1 state. The decrease in temperature follows from the slight reduction in the trap depth.
Evaporation to BEC

Evaporation of
87 Rb in the levitated dipole trap is performed by reducing the trap depth logarithmically in time. In practice we reduce the beam powers from the initial 6 W per beam to 150 mW per beam in 7.5 s. The trap depth in the final, shallow trap is 2.2 µK and the frequencies are ω x = 2π×21 Hz and ω y = ω z = 2π×110 Hz. Despite the decrease in trapping frequencies as we reduce the beam powers, we found that we produced a 87 Rb condensate, without the necessity of a final tilting stage, although we expect this to be very important for 133 Cs (see Section 5). At the end of the logarithmic ramp we observed the onset of BEC at a temperature of 0.20(1) µK with ∼ 7% of atoms in the condensate. The total atom number is 2.1(1)×10 6 . A pure condensate of ∼ 1 × 10 6 atoms is obtained after holding in this final potential for 3 s. The PSD and number at the different stages of the evaporation trajectory are presented in Figure 6 . This result demonstrates that our system acts as an excellent 'refrigerator' for our refrigerant species 87 Rb. In a separate experiment we deliberately load a mixture of m F states into the levitated crossed dipole trap in order to demonstrate sympathetic cooling of the |1, −1 and |1, 0 states by a refrigerant of |1, +1 atoms. The trap was loaded with 3.7 W in each beam and after the RF adiabatic transfer, of the remaining trapped atoms, 95.8% are in the |1, +1 state, 3.8% of atoms are in the |1, 0 state, and 0.4% are in the |1, −1 state. The trap depth due to the purely optical potential is equal for each m F state however for this experiment we add a magnetic field gradient of 13 G cm −1 and a bias field of -22.8 G (reversed sign so that it shifts the field zero upwards). This modifies the trap as follows. The offset quadrupole field now only partially levitates the |1, −1 atoms whilst the |1, +1 atoms experience a downwards force equivalent to an acceleration of ≈ 1.5 g and this modifies the trap depth for each state. The gradient of 13 G cm −1 has been chosen to allow tilting of the trap for the |1, +1 atoms. This is illustrated in Figure 7 (a) which shows how the trap depths for each m F state vary as a function of the power in each beam. The dotted line shows the trap depth for the |1, +1 state along the beam. The ratio of trap depths in the |1, +1 |1, 0 and |1, −1 states varies from 1.0 : 1.1 : 1.9 to 1.0 : 1.6 : 2.3 for beam powers of 3.7 W and 0.45 W respectively. This means that when the beam powers are reduced the hotter and more numerous |1, +1 atoms will be evaporated first, and the ensemble will then cool via rethermalisation. This sympathetically cools the other two hyperfine states with little loss in atom number. As the beam power is reduced below 0.8 W, the evaporation surface changes from horizontally along the beam to a tilting evaporation in the −z-direction. As more |1, +1 atoms are removed the temperature of the other hyperfine states begins to decrease, as indicated in Figure 7 
Outlook: Sympathetic cooling of Cs
We have reported an apparatus and method capable of efficiently cooling a large number of 87 Rb atoms to the BEC transition. As such we have constructed an excellent 'refrigerator' and now discuss the prospect of using the 87 Rb refrigerant for sympathetic cooling of 133 Cs in the |3, +3 state.
It is known that 133 Cs possesses a narrow window for BEC in the absolute ground state |3, +3 for bias fields in the range of 21 − 25 G [26, 27] . Within this window the ratio of elastic to three-body collisions is sufficiently high for successful evaporative cooling. However, the 133 Cs |3, +3 state is high-field seeking and hence must be confined in a dipole or hybrid trap where the magnetic field is a free parameter. It is also desirable to have flexible, independent control over the trap depths and frequencies in order to maintain densities that suppress three-body losses whilst carrying out forced evaporation.
Our hybrid system is ideal for achieving these requirements for a number of reasons related to the complimentary atomic properties of 133 Cs and 87 Rb. Firstly, the magnetic moment to mass ratios of 133 Cs and 87 Rb in their absolute internal ground states differ by < 2%. This leads to excellent spatial overlap in a magnetic trap and also means that the two species can be effectively levitated with the same magnetic field gradient. Secondly, throughout the evaporative cooling stages of our experiment the trap depth is greater for 133 Cs than 87 Rb, meaning the 87 Rb refrigerant will always be preferentially removed whilst the 133 Cs target will be cooled sympathetically. In the magnetic trap the depth determined by the RF frequency is exactly 3× larger for 133 Cs than for 87 Rb (see Figure 8 (a) ). Similarly the optical potential is ∼ 1.3× deeper for 133 Cs than for 87 Rb due to the greater polarisability at 1550 nm. The calculated polarisabilities in atomic units are ∼ 572 a [28] . We note that the calculated ratio of the trap depths is very similar to that of the different m F states discussed in Section 4 where we showed the sympathetic cooling to be highly effective. Finally in our hybrid trap the trap 'tilting' technique can be effectively employed in the final stages of the evaporation, again to selectively evaporate the refrigerant 87 Rb atoms (see Figure 8 (b) ).
Whilst our apparatus and method are ideally suited to sympathetic cooling of 133 Cs by 87 Rb the success of the approach will ultimately depend on the interspecies elastic and inelastic collision cross sections. At present, the interspecies scattering length and its dependence on magnetic field is not fully understood, although a definite picture is emerging. Early work on sympathetically cool- ing 133 Cs by 87 Rb focussed on the magnetically trappable states [29, 30] . Analysis of the rethermalisation rates suggested a large interspecies triplet scattering length [31] . More recently, numerous interspecies Feshbach resonances have been reported [32] . The interpretation of this Feshbach spectrum is ongoing; however preliminary findings indicate a bound state close to threshold, implying a large interspecies scattering length [33] . In fact, recent observations using magnetic field modulation spectroscopy have detected a weakly bound Feshbach level close to threshold [34] . A large interspecies scattering length would imply a large interspecies three-body loss rate coefficient through the a 4 scaling [35] . Such high losses have been reported [24, 34] . However, the different density scaling of two-body elastic and three-body inelastic collisions should allow a trap regime to be devised which still gives favourable conditions for sympathetic cooling. Indeed, we present our experimental demonstration of efficient sympathetic cooling elsewhere [24, 36] .
In conclusion, we have described in detail an apparatus and method designed for sympathetic cooling of 133 Cs by 87 Rb in a levitated crossed dipole trap. The method combines the large recapture of a magnetic quadrupole trap and efficient RF evaporation therein prior to loading the atoms into the optical trap. A simple approach for optimising the transfer into the dipole trap that exploits the axial magnetic confinement in the hybrid magnetic-optical trap has been described. The production of BECs of ∼ 1×10 6 atoms demonstrates the overall success of the approach for efficiently cooling the 87 Rb refrigerant. The application of the approach to the cooling of atomic mixtures of 87 Rb and 133 Cs is presented elsewhere in this special issue [24] .
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